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Ecolution Pro Bath & Bowl Cleaner
Cleans and removes soap scum in one 
step.

CERTIFICATION: This product meets Green Seal's environmental standards for industrial  and institutional 
cleaners based on its reduced human and aquatic toxicity and reduced smog production potential. Meets 
the stringent GS-37 standards required for Green Seal certification.

Cleans the easy way: Ecolution Pro Bathroom & Bowl Cleaner puts an end to 
tiresome, hard scrubbing of large, tiled surfaces. Apply it with a foam trigger 
sprayer. It’s an unbeatable combination—power plus economy. It's non-
scrub action actually foams away even the most stubborn soap scum, hard 
water deposits, dirt, film and residue. It eliminates timeconsuming hand 
scrubbing, saving labor costs. Bubbling foam penetrates into surface pores 
to lift out embedded soil. Then, it holds soil in suspension for easy removal. 
Just rinse it off. The secret is its effective cleaning action is a thick, 
supercharged foam that clings wherever its sprayed. Other cleaners can thin 
out and run away, requiring repeated, money-wasting applications. Its dense 
foam provides full-strength cleaning power from start to finish.

Two Way Economy: First, Ecolution Pro Bathroom & Bowl Cleaner comes in con-centrated strength. It’s as 
strong as you want it to be, depending on the dilution ratio used. Second, its foam is actually 90% air. Even a 
small volume of liquid creates a rich wave of foam that sweeps away soil.

No Scratching Abrasives: Non-abrasive formula will not damage surfaces, unlike toilet bowl clean-ers which 
can make grouting turn porous, and can strip away chrome. It’s even safe on plastic, fiberglass, chrome and 
normal grouting. (Ecolution Pro Bathroom & Bowl Cleaner is a heavy-duty product and is not rec-ommended 
for polished aluminum, colored grouting or marble.)
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